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Content Overview
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• Key Amendments within BRRDII
• Next Steps

Background
This banking package at EU level implemented some new international rules for banks – set by the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision and the Financial Stability Board (FSB) – and aims to make the financial
system more resilient and stable.
In particular, the package, also known as “Risk Reduction Measures (RRM) package”, comprises of targeted
amendments to:
1. Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR) and the Capital Requirements Directive (CRD),
2. The Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD) and the Single Resolution Mechanism Regulation
(SRMR)
Why was BRRDII transposed in Gibraltar?
• One of the last official EU transposition obligations in FS legislation in Gibraltar
• Many elements introduced as part of BRRD had already been transposed in UK (i.e. had already aligned to
FSB requirements)

BRRD Brexit Amendments
• The GFSC in conjunction with GOG have recently being carrying out amendments to
Gibraltar’s financial services legislation to address technical deficiencies as a result of
leaving the EU.
• At a high level, the amendments make the financial services legislation a domestic regime
instead of an EU one.
• Amendments relating to bank resolution regulation are also included, and are presently
being undertaken.

• Outlier references that currently exist under BRRD are expected to be handled under this
exercise.
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Q1 2021 IDW Series
Purpose of IDW’s:
To understand the possible impact of new measures
(introduced as part of BRRDII) on business models and
operations, financial requirements, reporting processes and
risk management and monitoring.

How can RCU support this:
• Re-engage on BRRDII changes
• Simplify technical BRRDII requirements
• Work together on changes brought about by BRRDII (Stay
Powers, Contractual Recognition, MREL…)
• Collaborate on the road ahead on challenges identified

Key Amendments within BRRDII
• Contractual recognition of Bail-In
• Early intervention (moratorium) powers
• Contractual recognition of stay powers
•
•
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•
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Contractual recognition of bail-in
Background
• ‘Bail-in’ refers to powers exercisable by resolution authorities to rescue troubled banks by writing down /
converting debt into equity.
• Article 55 of BRRD1 requires firms to include contractual recognition of bail-in clause in non-EU law
governed contracts which are subject to bail-in (to ensure counterparties acknowledge and agree to the
exercisable bail-in powers).
• BRRD2 introduces an exemption to this, where it is legally or otherwise impracticable to carry out to
requirement.
• This reflects the difficulties that banks have faced in getting counterparties to commercial agreements to
agree to bail-in language, in addition to the recognition of the low-risk nature of these contracts for
resolution purposes.

Contractual recognition of bail-in (2)
• The exemption centres on where it would be legally or otherwise impracticable to include a contractual
recognition of bail-in clause in certain unsecured liabilities contracts. .
• Examples of this are:
1. where it is illegal in the third country to do so
2. where a firm has no power to amend the terms as they are imposed by international protocols
3. where the liability is contingent on a breach of contract or arises from guarantees etc.
• It will not apply where the liability is an Additional Tier 1 instrument, Tier 2 instrument or unsecured debt
instrument or where there is a refusal from the counterparty to agree to the changes.
• Liabilities subject to this waiver cannot count towards MREL and must be senior to unsecured claims arising
from debt instruments meeting certain conditions.
• Where a firm does not include the contractual term, it does not prevent the RA from exercising its write down
and conversion powers.

Contractual recognition of bail-in (3)
Practical Considerations
• Outlier references to 3rd country is required to be addressed (as briefed in the introduction).
• When addressed:

• Further engagement with Industry Participants may be required on the conditions that might be
considered as impracticable and how such a judgement is communicated to the RA.
• Framework for RA may be required to determine if it agrees with firms assessment of impractability

and associated notification steps.

Early intervention (moratorium) powers
• BRRDII provides RA's with a supplementary moratorium tool whereby having the power to suspend
payment or delivery obligations (subject to certain conditions).
• It is to be used when the firm is ‘failing or likely to fail’ and can be imposed for a maximum of two days.
• This can include the temporary suspension of certain rights of counterparties, such as rights of closeout, netting, accelerating future payments or terminating financial contracts.
• The moratorium can also include covered deposits (where an appropriate daily amount is expected to
be made available to those depositors)

Contractual recognition of resolution stay powers
• BRRD2 requires financial institutions to include in financial contracts to which they enter into (where those
contacts are governed by third country law), terms by which the parties recognise that the financial contract
may be subject to the resolution authority exercising its powers to suspend or restrict obligations.

• The requirement will apply to new obligations created and to material amendments to existing obligations.

• Where a firm does not include the contractual term, it does not prevent the RA from applying such powers.

Note: The EBA has now proposed the mandatory factors that must be present in the contractual term required in the financial

contracts (with the UK having previously issued guidelines in this area).

C2)
Contractual
recognition of resolution stay powers (2)
• Separately BRRD2 introduces the requirement for EU parents to require 3rd country subsidiaries to include
in financial contracts terms to exclude that an RA (when exercising its powers to suspend or restrict
obligations of the parent undertaking) to be classed is a valid ground for early termination, suspension,
modification etc… on those contracts. Note: It has yet to be confirmed how this will be made part of
domestic legislation.
RCU Follow-Up Required
1. How will ‘third country’ and ‘EU parent’ be reflected for change under domestic legislation?
2. Will this requirement impact subsidiaries of EU institutions based in Gibraltar?
3. EBA RTS’ and UK approach to be assessed (UK have an embedded policy in this area prior to BRRDII)

Next Steps: How does BRRDII impact you*?
Step 1: Clarification is required from RCU regarding how domestic legislation adopts outlier references to:

• 3rd Country
• EU Parent

Step 2
A) Contractual Recognition of Bail-In: Firms to familiarise themselves with conditions for the exemption and, if
relevant, communicate to the RCU (in advance of applying the exemption at operational level).
B) Contractual Recognition of Stay Powers: Firms to familiarise themselves the contractual changes required (with
necessary policy direction from RCU) and include in relevant 3rd country contracts going forward. Firms with EU
parents may require HO clarification.
*This does not include MREL impact (to be incorporated under Feb 2021 IDW’s)

Next Steps: How can the RCU Help You?
RCU continues to help firms navigate through the requirements discussed above
• IDW’s (and published Q&A’s)
• 25th February 2021: MREL as impacted by BRRDII
• 26th February 2021: MREL & its practical implementation
• Clarification of points arising from IDW’s
• Gateway to international regulatory expertise (if required)

• Future policy issuance (as agreed with industry participants)
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